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Hybrid protection beyond the device’s hardware is key for assessing trustworthiness effectively. Photo courtesy iStock,
by Getty Images

A practical guide for achieving FIPSCertifiable DICE Attestation
Security is key in all walks of modern life, and nowhere is
this truer than in governments and military groups. With
so much now achieved remotely or online, computer
security is key to fulfilling secure operations.
Sergey Ostrikov (Infineon), Cliff Zitlaw (Infineon), Dennis Mattoon
(Microsoft)
Military digital solutions are typically powered by computing
devices whose internal structure and operating environments
can be vastly different. Some of these devices reside in guarded
facilities and are actively managed by trained personnel, while
others are out in the field with limited access and visibility into
them. Some are tightly integrated single-die chips, while others
utilize multi-layered printed circuit boards to fit and connect
numerous components within a product.
A variety of communication interfaces allow components to
transfer data within the device, be it an on-chip system
interconnect or an external peripheral bus. Not only does the
data travel internally, more often than not it is also relayed to
other devices via a combination of networks, sometimes using
secure, sometimes using joint engagement communication
networks, ranging from small personal area networks to those
spanning across the globe. Owing to this variation, such
computing environments continue to evolve and expand.
Trustworthiness has emerged as an important basis for
providing secure digital militar y solutions. Assessing
trustworthiness of deployed computing devices powering these
applications is therefore critical. This can be done via a physical
inspection of a device, such as those performed as part of a
regular inspection, but in many cases, this can be difficult in a
mobilization, active deployment or area defence scenario.
Practical solutions are automated and rely on cryptography as
well as a special component within the device that is sufficiently
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secured for a defined range of applications. This component is
called a root of trust. Roots of trust undergo thorough security
validation, and once deployed, remain trusted throughout device
lifetime. Some devices choose to employ multiple roots of trust
to mitigate risks associated with a single source of trust that
cannot be easily reassessed. The most essential service that a
root of trust provides to its hosting device is the generation,
storage, protection, and, in some cases, destruction of a
cryptographic device identity. This very identity serves as the
vehicle for demonstrating trustworthiness.
An identity represents a unique combination of stable
hardware and software components within the device. The
inclusion of software as part of the identity is not accidental.
Chip manufacturers hesitate to implement asymmetric
algorithms in hardware alone. One of the reasons is the desire
to support a variety of algorithms which, if implemented in
hardware, would result in a larger gate count directly increasing
the overall cost of the chip. Another reason is continuous
improvement of the algorithms and their implementations which
creates the risk for the chip to become cryptographically
outdated. So instead, these algorithms are broken down into
fixed and variable parts and implemented in a hybrid manner
utilizing both hardware and software.
Generating a device identity
Upon becoming operational, a device goes through an early
boot process which plays a central role in generating a device
identity. During this process, control is transferred from immutable
hardware to mutable functionality. Immutable hardware refers
to parts of an integrated circuit whose modification is impractical
in terms of cost. Depending on the type of integrated circuit,
mutable functionality can take different forms.
In the case of application-specific integrated circuits, it is
represented by the code stored outside of true read-only
memory. In the case of programmable hardware devices,
mutable functionality is embodied by a bitstream that configures
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it in addition to the software that may run on top of the
configurable hardware.
Regardless of a particular setup, the very first transfer of
control is a critical point in generating a device identity as both
immutable and mutable parts are needed for this operation.
Precisely for this reason, Trusted Computing Group has
developed a capability called Device Identity Composition
Engine (DICE). By the time the first mutable functionality is
executing, be it code or a configuration bitstream, DICE ensures
that it has access to the cryptographic device identity if and
only if it has been self-authenticated. In other words, should the
first mutable functionality change, it is automatically denied
access to the cryptographic device identity, which precludes
the device from demonstrating trustworthiness. This is achieved
by combining a unique device secret—which represents
immutable hardware—with a measurement of the first mutable
functionality, together producing a compound device identity.
This compound identity serves as the base for generating a
device identity key which is used for digital signatures. Dynamic
reevaluation of first mutable functionality confirms system
integrity at different points in time and justifies its fitness for
demonstrating trustworthiness.

As networks expand and data is shared further and wider,
security approaches must also evolve. Image courtesy Trusted
Computing Group’s TPM Guide

The output of a DRBG is post-processed to produce a
cryptographic key. Post-processing ensures fitness for a specific
algorithm, so a single key cannot be used for different
cryptographic purposes. Despite having algorithm-specific
generation and usage requirements, DICE keys rely on the same
protection mechanisms ensuring integrity and confidentiality of
stored keys. These three aspects of security validation generation, use, and protection of keys - have a direct effect on
DICE implementations.

Figure 1 – generating a device identity key

Security validation
The US Government mandates the use of cryptography by
federal agencies to be validated. The Federal Information
Processing Standard (FIPS) provides a set of security
requirements that need to be satisfied by a cryptographic module
before it may be employed by federal agencies. These
requirements come in a form of special publications from the
National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) and are
known as the 140 series. While security validation is mandatory
for government agencies such as those relying on electronics
in the aerospace and defense sector, it has also become
widespread in the financial and payment industry as well as
becoming increasingly relevant in the automotive, industrial, and
healthcare sectors. Security requirements cover a range of
relevant aspects, from documentation to cryptographic
algorithms to key generation to even mitigation of non-invasive
attacks. Several of these requirements have a direct effect on
the DICE architecture and require special considerations.
Cryptographic keys are one of the primary focuses of security
validation. The life of a cryptographic key starts with its
generation. NIST requires that all cryptographic keys are
generated from the output of a Deterministic Random Bit
Generator (DRBG). To start generating output, DRBG is seeded
with a value from an entropy source to create its initial internal
state. During the lifetime of the internal state, DRBG advances
in a one-way fashion without repeating which enables the
generation of unique pseudorandom numbers. Upon reaching
the end of the lifetime, DRBG is reseeded to continue operating.
Intentional use of the same seed is explicitly prohibited by NIST
as it drastically reduces the amount of entropy in DRBG’s output.
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Figure 2 – Functional model of a DRBG

Combining DICE and FIPS
The proper use of a DRBG precludes generation of the same
device identity multiple times. Instead, device identity can be
generated once and wrapped by an ephemeral key whose
creation depends on the device secret and integrity of the first
mutable functionality. The ephemeral wrapping key ensures that
device identity is only accessible by the first mutable functionality
that generated the identity. The cryptographic strength of this
mechanism depends on computational complexity of the
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Figure 3 – FIPS-certifiable device identity generation

wrapping algorithm, and unpredictability and physical protection
of the device secret. In addition to following NIST key generation
recommendations, this approach allows for improved
performance as unwrapping is less computationally intensive
than key generation.
The FIPS-certifiable identity generation process starts with
a qualified entropy source. The entropy source seeds the DRBG
to produce a symmetric key-derivation key which serves as the
unique device secret. A personalization string may be added
as an additional input to the DRBG to supplement uniqueness
of the secret. Once produced, this key is stored in plaintext and
physically protected from use by anything other than immutable
functionality. FIPS requires the ability to zeroize this key because
it is stored in plaintext.
Next, two ephemeral symmetric keys are produced, both
representing a compound device identity. One is a key-wrapping
key which controls access to the device identity. The other is a
key-derivation key which enables extendibility of the hardwarerooted chain of keys to subsequent layers of functionality.
Anticipated use of two different cryptographic algorithms by
these keys prompt the split of the compound device identity
into two parts.
Finally, a private signature key is generated by adding a
measurement of the first mutable functionality as an additional

input into the DBRG. This
key represents the device
identity and is linked to
the unique device secret
via DRBG’s internal state.
It is encrypted by the keywrapping key and stored
as ciphertext. It is worth
noting
that
the
measurement neither
does, nor can cover the
stored encrypted key and
the ephemeral keys that
are passed to the first
mutable functionality.
Once the generation
process is complete,
three
sensitive
parameters are stored –
DRBG’s internal state,
first key-derivation key,
and encrypted private signature key. The latter two are used to
retrieve the plaintext device identity. The internal state maintains
a link to the unique device secret for keys that require it. Device
identity retrieval consists of measuring first mutable functionality,
constructing a key-wrapping key, and unwrapping the stored
private key.
Conclusion
Military equipment using electronic components already face
heightened threats in any kind of deployment. Technology exists
to minimize this risk and chip manufactures have embraced the
flexibility of the hybrid approach. DICE’s native support for
creating an identity from both hardware and software makes it
an attractive choice for assessing early mutable functionality
executing on the device. While DICE does not require FIPS 140
validation, an implementation satisfying both standards is
possible. Dynamic reevaluation of the first mutable functionality
can be nicely complemented by the proper use of underlying
cryptographic algorithms. The one-time generation of the device
identity with its subsequent wrapping enables a FIPS-certifiable
DICE implementation. Such an implementation significantly
strengthens DICE’s ability to demonstrate trustworthiness and
creates opportunities for entering government-regulated
industries.
GMC

Figure 4 – device identity retrieval
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